The emerging interest in nanospacecraft (1-10 kg) has generated interest in exploring the potential for even smaller spacecraft, both as stand-alone satellites or as a distributed swarm. Because of advances in integrated circuit and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, the feasibility of miniaturized spacecraft at the levels of fully monolithic semiconductor integrated circuits (10-100 mg) or hybrid integrated circuits (10-100 g) is being seriously investigated. Effectively, this architecture can be thought of as a small "satellite-on-a-chip," or ChipSat. ChipSats belong to the picosatellite (100 g-1 kg) and femtosatellite (<100 g) mass categories. However, flat ChipSat wafers can have an inherently high area-to-mass ratio. Although this feature can be exploited for new behaviors, it can result in an undesirably short orbital life in low Earth orbit (LEO) due to atmospheric drag, ranging from a few weeks to a few hours.
We summarize trade studies in which we investigated the use of a very short (few meters), semi-rigid electrodynamic tether (EDT) for femtosatellite propulsion. We analyzed the EDT anode's ability to draw current from the ionosphere and thereby generate thrust and have traded this performance against the tether mass and material, electron emitter and collector types, and power needed to determine the EDT's capability of overcoming atmospheric drag forces. The study led to the development of a system concept and mission scenario using the simulation tool TeMPEST to estimate tether voltages and currents based on tether configuration and ambient models. The results reveal that an insulated tether, only a few meters long and tens of microns in diameter, can provide milligram to gram-level ChipSats with complete drag cancellation and even the ability to change orbit.
We also describe a ground-based plasma chamber experiment in which the key plasma parameters scale with ionospheric plasmas. Our objective is to compare the measured currentvoltage characteristic to the current-voltage characteristic predicted by theory giving the upperbound, lower-bound, and most exact collection current estimates. We also investigate how the EDT system can be used as a Langmuir probe. ________________________________ * Work supported by a Government Agency
